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ABSTRACT
The biological immune system is a multilevel resistance system which has evolved over a millions of years.
Artificial immune system (AIS) covers all the exertion to develop computationally intelligent systems
encouraged by the principles and processes of the vertebrate immune system. AIS employs the biological
immune system’s traits of learning and memorizing to solve a problem. The common techniques of AIS
which explains the function and behaviour of the vertebrate immune system are clonal selection algorithm,
negative selection algorithm, positive selection, immune network algorithm and dendritic cell algorithm.
Negative selection is an abstract model of biological immune system that concentrates on the generation of
change detectors. This paper exploits the concept of artificial immune system to solve the problem of
human computer interaction. The field of human computer interaction is relatively new and hence need
more exploration. The vertebrate immune system has inspired the researchers to develop strong algorithms
to solve complex problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Currently the utilization of biological systems in computer applications has been drawing much
interest. In this paper, several concepts from artificial immune system have been extracted and
applied to solve the problems related to human computer interaction. Artificial immune system is
a computational field inspired by vertebrate immune system [1]. The immune system is capable
of identifying and responding to harmful alien cells that is not recognized as self-cell. Depending
on the type of pathogens, and the way it enters the body, the immune system uses different
response mechanisms [2][3]. One way is to destroy the infected cells and the other is to neutralize
the effect. In artificial immune system, the components are artificial cells which process tasks in
order to identify and forbid attacks from intrusions. The artificial cells try to mould the behavior
of the immune cells of human immune system [4]. Out of the various mechanisms in the immune
system that are surveyed in the AIS, negative selection is still the most discussed model. Negative
selection is used to provide tolerance for self cells [5]. It is used in detecting unknown antigens
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while not reacting to self cells. Despite the new models being proposed the field of AIS including
negative selection is young and not well explored [6].
In this paper, an interaction model has been proposed wherein the computer is able to distinguish
between a self and a non-self pattern. The process of negative selection is utilized to produce an
immune cell, and apply itself to self-recognition system [5]. This holds the advantage of being
able to identify many unknown antigens throughout the process. The interaction process is
through speech.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains problem definition and
section 3 describes the benefits of using speech as the interaction modality. Section 4 consists of
the architecture of the proposed model. Section 5 gives the association between the biological
immune system and the proposed artificial immune system model. Section 6 and 7 consist of the
implementation details and a brief description of it respectively. Section 8 and 9 contains results
and conclusion respectively.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The domain of human-computer interaction (HCI) has not achieved more success and is still in its
infancy [7]. Computers are best utilized when it is interfaced with humans. Human computer
interaction is the area which discovers about ways users can interact with the computers. The
study of HCI consists of various challenges like dealing with direct uses of computer systems that
interact with humans [8]. Some users can interact using traditional approach of keyboard and
mouse as the main input device and monitor as the main output device. But few people for some
reasons may not be able to use these devices for interaction and hence require special tools to do
so [9]. Since speech is the oldest and most natural means of exchanging information between the
humans, researchers have been consistently attempting to migrate this natural means into HCI.
Speech recognition systems help the users who in one way or the other may not be able to adopt
the traditional devices.

3. SPEECH AS THE INTERACTION MODALITY
An interface is the common boundary between two systems. The most vital character of speech
interface with humans reigns in the nature of the speech [10]. Communication can take place only
when there is transmission of information. Here, information is the set of messages which is
common to both man and the computer [11]. Thus, if speech is the interface between man and the
computer then both must have a common language and both are capable to generate and
recognize speech.

-

The advantages of using speech as the interaction modality are as follows:
Speech does not require of sight and light.
It offers natural communication.
It can be used for alert message.
In busy missions when eyes and hands are preoccupied, speech can be used for
communication.
Speech is omni-directional.
It requires very less amount of energy.
Speech is much faster than other form of primitive controls.
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4. ARCHITECTURE
The biological immune system is a complex system with the basic goal to search and kill or
neutralize the pathogens entering the body [3]. Lack of immune system cells creates toxic wastes
inside the system which results in killing and destroying the immune system [4]. In the proposed
model to preserve the natural means, intruding system has been considered as dynamically
changing sets of strings. The protected system is the knowledge repository and the intruding
system is the set of foreign queries given by the user which are unknown to the system. In cells of
a vertebrate, the profile of expressed protein changes over time and similarly, the proposed
system is subjected to different kinds of foreign cells or queries which can be viewed as non-self
cells.
The proposed man-machine immune model is shown below:
Interrogation section

Control section

Response section

Figure1. Human computer interaction model

The recognition section is set to sense the query of the user in speech. This unit keeps on
checking the dictionary for interaction failure. The main functionality of the control section is to
search for the response and to update the knowledge repository. The knowledge repository which
is maintained by the control section consists of universally truth queries and their actions
respectively. When the control section receives the message from the recognition section, the
control section analyze the information and send an action to the response section. However, in
contrary if the response is not found, the response section sends a feedback to the control section.
Based on the feedback, the control section updates its dictionary and uses this bit of information
when that particular question is asked again.
Internal
queries
No

Generate
random
queries
through
speech

Match

Keyword
set

Yes
Decline

Figure2. Matching phase
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The model constitutes of the matching phase of negative selection wherein the repository consists
of the queries named as internal queries. Random queries will be given in speech to the model to
make out if it can be recognized or not. For this process, the random queries will be matched with
the internal queries. If it is matched, that particular query will be rejected. If it is not matched, the
query will be updated in the system. During the update process, the reference keyword set will be
given. This keyword will be stored in the database for further detection of that query.

Keyword

set
No
Internal
queries

Match
Yes
External
query
detected

Figure 3 Detection Phase

After the matching phase, if one needs to detect the external query in negative selection, then the
internal queries must be matched with the stored keywords. If it matches it is convinced that it is
the external or the updated query. This detected query is the non-self cell.

5. ASSOCIATION BETWEEN HUMAN IMMUNE MODEL AND THE PROPOSED
SYSTEM
Serial Number

Human Immune System

Proposed system

1.

Antibody

Internal queries.

2.

Antigen

External queries.

3.

Sensitivity level

Message length

4.

Memory cells

Learning mechanisms

5.

Detector

Reference keyword.

6.

Predefined
structure

7.

Negative selection

Triggering

8.

Epitope

Condition

amino

acid Predefined knowledge repository
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9.

Paratope

Condition

10.

Memory states

Size

11.

Traffic

Message queue

12.

Via keyword

Detection

13.

Antigen reduction

Function

Table 1. Matching between human immune model and the proposed model

The antibodies of human body can identify a unique part of foreign particles called antigen. In the
same way the internal queries present in the knowledge repository are used to identify foreign
queries.
External queries act as antigen which are the random queries given by the user. These can be
detected when the internal query and the stored keyword set matches.
Sensitivity depends on the message length because as increases the sensitivity to recognize
increases since error rate decreases.
After storing the queries and the keywords, if the updated query is asked in future, it will
automatically give the response in speech. This learning process is optimized by successive
training of the data sets.
Reference keywords are the unique identifiers to the foreign queries.
The human immune system consists of predefined amino acids. The structure of the amino acids
helps to detect if it is a self or a non-self cell.
The system consists of knowledge repository which is constituted of internal queries. This is used
to identify foreign queries.
If the foreign query that consists of epitopes matches with the keywords stored, then the query
will be identified as unknown query and it will be included in the internal query with the unique
keyword.
Paratopes can be identified when the query given matches with the internal query in which the
answer can be extracted by unique keyword.
The memory states depend on the size of the knowledge repository. When the internal query and
the keywords are matched, then the foreign query or the updated query is detected.
The traffic in the system depends on the size of the message queue. Keyword plays a vital role in
detection of queries.
The queries stored can be monitored by a function in which existed keyword and the new
keyword will be matched. If it is matched, it means that the foreign query is already present. If it
does not match, then that particular query and the reference keyword is stored. In this way, the
size of the query database can be reduced.
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Figure4. Flowchart of the proposed model
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6. IMPLEMENTATION
The algorithm for functions to run the model is described as follows. The implementation is
coded using Microsoft Visual Studio 6 [12], [13].

START OF SPEECH RECOGNITION
Step 1: Detect query in speech
Step 2: Begin query check
- Convert speech to string
- Retrieve queries from query dictionary
- Compare string with query dictionary
Step 3: If the string found in the query dictionary go to step 4
Step 4: Retrieve respective answer from answer dictionary
- Open answer dictionary
- Search for respective keywords
- Retrieve string followed by the keyword
Step 5: If it is not the end of speech recognition go to step 1
Step 6: If the string not found in the query dictionary go to step 7
START OF DICTIONARY UPDATE
Step 7: Update query dictionary
Step 8: Prompt for respective answer
Step 9: Update answer dictionary
- Create a unique keyword
- Update given answer in answer dictionary followed by the unique keyword
END OF DICTIONARY UPDATE
Step 10: If it is not the end of speech recognition go to step 1
END OF SPEECH RECOGNITION

7. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM
In the proposed model, the system will accept queries from the environment as speech through
“Microsoft English Recognizer v5.1”. The system will detect the query given in speech and will
convert the speech into string. To check the query, whether it is known or unknown, the system
will retrieve the queries, which are already stored in the dictionary of the system. The system will
check if the given query is already stored in the dictionary or not. If the query is present in the
query dictionary, it will detect the given query as “known query”, otherwise the query will be
detected as “unknown query”. In the answer dictionary, every answer is stored with a unique
keyword with respect to each query. For “known query”, system will open the answer dictionary
and will retrieve the respective answer with the unique keyword and provide the answer in the
form of speech “Microsoft English Recognizer v5.1” to the environment. For “unknown query”,
system will update the unknown query in the query dictionary and prompt user to suggest an
answer for that particular unknown query. The suggested reply will be updated in the answer
dictionary with a unique keyword generated by the system. After updating both query and answer
dictionary, the control s transferred to the initial stage. The process, stated above, will continue
until user wants to quit from the application.
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8. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

Figure5. Interaction form

At the initial phase, “Interaction form” is loaded by default. Through this form, program interacts
with user through speech. In this step, any query given by user is recognised by the system.

Figure6. Computational form

After recognizing the query, the system will compute if the query is a known query or not through
“Computational form”. Figure 6 is for a known query. The answer will be given through speech
as well as text label in the form. After analysing the query the control of the system goes back to
“Interaction form”.

Figure7. Initial form
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Figure 7 is for unknown query. The query is recognized by the “Interaction” form.

Figure8. The system acts on unknown query.

For unknown query, “Computational” form prompts for a reply from user, and a text box
becomes enabled to provide the suggested reply.

Figure9. User interacts with the system for update.

Figure10. System prompt for successful update.
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In figure 9 and 10, the answer suggested by the user in the text box, will be updated by clicking
on “Update Answer” labelled button and control goes back to “Interaction” form. User may
cancel updating by clicking “Cancel Updation” button.

Figure11. Error rate versus number of words to find error rate with both noise and without noise.

As the length of the word increases, the error rate and the false recognition decreases. This results
in quicker and better speech recognition. When speech recognition is compared between the
environment with and the environment without noise, it is seen that the error rate is higher in the
environment with noise as seen in figure 11.

9. CONCLUSION
In this paper, human computer interaction through speech inspired by natural immune system is
presented. The proposed human computer interaction model has been designed by mimicking the
principles of immune system. Initially the system is trained for a particular set of queries through
speech and gradually it learns the traits of foreign queries. During the speech recognition, the
system was subjected to environmental noise. From the result it can be analyzed that the error rate
is much lower when the system is devoid of noise.
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